READY FOR THE FUTURE

VOICE
Manage the various phone lines needed throughout your home, such as dedicated office, fax and personal lines.

DATA
Share files and hardware such as printers, scanners and modems among the various personal computers in your home.

AUDIO
Distribute multi-room music from a single stereo source to speakers in any room you choose. Volume controls can be located in any room for individual control of a single room or group of rooms.

VIDEO
Experience freedom with your home video equipment – distribute cable and satellite television programming, as well as other video sources, such as DVD players, to all the television sets in your home. Optional surveillance package allows you to realize the advantage of monitoring any location in the home from any TV. Closed-circuit TV cameras can easily be installed at your front door or other indoor and outdoor locations.

WHOLE-HOUSE PROTECTION FROM THE LEADER IN ELECTRICAL PROTECTION
For the quality and reliability you can trust, you’ll find it with the Square D brand:
- Unsurpassed Qwik-Open® circuit protection for the heart of your electrical system
- Surgebreaker® Plus whole-house surge protection for AC wiring, phone lines and coax TV Cable
- Arc-D-tec® arc fault protection to minimize the risk of fire in your home
- Ground fault protection to safeguard against electrocution
- Generator panels for safe connection of back-up power
- Exclusive warranty protection

For more information, contact your builder or Square D contractor:

Surge Protection – optional
Surgebreaker® Plus Multi-Path Surge Protector to cover all your network wiring and connected appliances

Convenient Control – optional infrared control that provides the ultimate convenience for controlling video and audio equipment from anywhere

Flexibility – unlimited ability to customize, expand and enhance your system with options and add-ons, such as surveillance cameras for monitoring designated locations from any TV

Ready for the future... Ready for today...

Gone are the days when we used one device from a single location. Today, advancing technologies are all around us, allowing our lives to be more mobile, more flexible and more convenient. We now expect to access our video, audio, telephone and computer sources from wherever we are. That means mobility and connectivity throughout the home.

The Square D Multi-Link structured wiring system is an easy-to-use home network system that delivers affordable audio, video, data and telephone distribution for the entire home. Now you can share your electronic equipment and exchange data with any designated location in the home.

With a Square D Multi-Link system you choose what's right for your family and your lifestyle, including:
- **Flexibility** – unlimited ability to customize, expand and enhance your system with options and add-ons, such as surveillance cameras for monitoring designated locations from any TV
- **Convenient Control** – optional infrared control that provides the ultimate convenience for controlling video and audio equipment from anywhere
- **Surge Protection** – optional Surgebreaker® Plus Multi-Path Surge Protector to cover all your network wiring and connected appliances
Imagine the experience

Think how much easier your life will be with these Multi-Link system options...

**Connectivity**
The comfort of home, the productivity of your office
With multiple phone lines and a computer network in any room, you get the convenience of your office in the comfort of your home.

**Multi-functional wall plates located throughout your home provide centralized access to each of your voice, data and video networks. Just plug in and you’re ready to go. It’s that easy.**

**Multi-Link distribution box fits into a compact space and allows wires to be neatly organized. Optional modules easily snap into the distribution box to add or expand system functionality. Once installed, you can forget it’s there.**

**Access**
One centralized entertainment source, infinite possibilities
If you’re like most families, you have multiple TVs and miscellaneous video players located throughout the house. Now you can centrally locate all your source equipment in one place and view them from any TV in any room — along with cable and satellite signals.

**Indulgence**
Music for every location, every occasion
A whole-house audio system lets you enjoy your stereo from any room in the house with wall-mounted controls in the rooms you designate.

**Convenience**
Access for all your phone lines
Some families need multiple phone lines to support a home-based business, a dedicated fax line, even a special line for the kids. You can easily control which lines are distributed to which rooms, even remove phone access from a room if you choose.

**Comfort**
Put the furniture where it fits
Since you can easily change a data outlet to a phone outlet (or vice versa), you’ll have more options for arranging the furniture in your room when you move in. You can also easily repurpose a room in the future, changing an office to a bedroom, if needed.

**Peace of Mind**
A watchful eye as close as your TV
Keep an eye on the baby napping in the nursery or the kids in the pool with surveillance cameras that have been assigned to dedicated channels on your TV.

The Square D Multi-Link distribution box fits into a compact space and allows wires to be neatly organized. Optional modules easily snap into the distribution box to add or expand system functionality. Once installed, you can forget it’s there.

The flexibility and reliability of a Square D® Multi-Link system will add value to your new home and improve your lifestyle both now and in the future. Talk to your builder or installer today.